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Why does water know
where to flow?
Is the strongest force
dictating the course?
Is the weakest resistance
controlling the distance?
Or is soil hydrology nothing but mental strength
fiddling with mass, time and length?
(P.G., Bolligen October 2010)

About the book
There are two ways of irrigating a potted plant. Water is
either added to the plate at the pot’s bottom from where
the soil sucks it up gradually or it is sprinkled on the
surface from where it infiltrates and drains rapidly. Preferential flow deals with the second type of flow.
Preferential flow in permeable media concerns various
disciplines like soil science at large and the hydrology of
soils, catchments, and aquifers. Preferential flow also applies to diverse areas such as irrigation or drainage, and
it raises issues of water quality and sanitation.
Equally diverse are the backgrounds of people dealing
with preferential flow, which has produced virtually an
unlimited number of approaches. This book offers a
unifying concept based on first principles of hydrodynamics, leading to viscous flow in permeable media. This
starting point notwithstanding, the issues are easy to understand, requiring but skills in mathematics and physics offered to BSc-students attending basic university
science courses. Einstein’s recommendation of “Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler“ is highly regarded.
Part I develops a track of concepts from Newton (1729)
to Stokes (1845, 1851) and then to Lamb (1932). It presents the principles of viscous flow in permeable media,
supplemented with the mathematical tool of the kinematic wave theory of Lighthill and Witham (1955).
Part II applies these principles to data recorded in systems of various complexity. It also explores the theory’s
limitations in space and time. In addition, it provides information detailed enough that the readers can calculate
the examples for themselves as personal exercises.
Preferential Flow – Stokes Approach to Infiltration and
Drainage may serve students, teachers, researchers, and
practitioners alike as a handbook that presents an old
phenomenon in a fresh and comprehensive manner.
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